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Abstract

Several machine learning techniques have been
applied to the Wisconsin Breast Cancer (WBC)
database, a publicly available data mining
benchmark problem. Among these, a version of
the classifier system XCSI achieved performance
comparable to the best published results (Wilson
2000).  This paper describes some modifications
to the XCSI algorithm and to the parameter
settings of XCSI that improved its performance
noticeably on that problem. The modifications
are robust in the presence of noise and appear to
reduce the algorithm’s tendency to overtrain.

1 INTRUDUCTION

XCS is a recently developed classifier system (Wilson
1995). XCSI is Wilson’s extension of XCS to carry out
classification for problems with inputs that are vectors of
integers rather than bits (Wilson 2000).  The Wisconsin
Breast Cancer database (WBC), donated by Prof. Olvi
Mangasarian, is a database of real-world data collected by
Dr. William H. Wolberg to serve as a test case for
classification data mining systems (Blake 1998).  This
paper will compare and contrast the modifications and
parameter settings of this version of XCSI with Wilson’s
version on the WBC database.

2 EXPERIMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS

• On the WBC database, performance is slightly
improved with an equal mix of choosing actions
randomly and choosing the best action.

• Experiment showed that termination at 40,000
training steps is good for the XCSI described here. It
is possible that the requirement of 100% training
performance causes overtraining.

• Our version of XCSI  here is relatively immune to
random noise. The performance of the system with

5% random noise is about 0.5% lower than without
the noise.

• This version does not use average population values
as the initial values for parameters such as prediction,
error, fitness, experience, last time in GA, and action
set size for new classifiers created by the GA.
Instead, these values are each set to initial values.
Experiments on WBC database showed that resetting
the variables to the average values of population
decreases the performance.

• Extensive experiments showed that Wilson’s default
parameters are pretty good in general. The following
modifications slightly increase the system’s
performance. The learning rate is 0.25 instead of
0.20. Using error threshold as 0.5% of the payoff
range is optimal. Performance was severely degraded
when both payoff and error threshold (e0) are too
small.

Wilson’s application of XCSI to the WBC database
showed that integer-based classifier systems could be
competitive in the real-world data-mining arena. This
paper’s modifications and extensive tests further confirm
that XCSI does extremely well on the WBC database.
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1 Extended Abstract

Concept learning [Dietterich and Michalski, 1983] is

the task of �nding a rule (in a wide sense) that dis-

criminates between positive and negative instances of

a given concept. The relevance of concept learning

is well characterized by the variety of its �elded ap-

plications like prediction of mutagenetic compounds,

and management of computer systems and net-

works [Lee et al., 1998, Neri, 2000]. Learning concepts

means searching large hypothesis spaces. So, the ca-

pability to take advantage of e�ective search becomes

a plus.

Approaches based on Genetic Algorithms proved their

potentialities on a variety of concept learning tasks

[De Jong et al., 1993, Giordana and Neri, 1995].

From these e�orts it emerged that the main disad-

vantage of using GAs, with respect to alternative ap-

proaches, stays in their high user waiting time and in

their high computational cost. A possible way of re-

ducing GA computational cost is to use distributed

computation eÆciently: possibly by promoting coop-

eration among the simultaneous evolving populations.

This approach is known as cooperative evolution or

co-evolution [Husbands and Mill, 1991, Potter, 1997].

In co-evolution, a complex problem is decomposed into

simpler subproblems at runtime, then the evolution of

several species, each one oriented to a subproblem's so-

lution, is promoted. Periodically, a candidate solution

for the problem is assembled from the species' best

individuals and evaluated. Finally, the solution evalu-

ation is backpropagated to the existing species through

a new problem decomposition that a�ects their further

evolution.

Two cooperative learning strategies have been investi-

gated. They show a di�erent behavior with respect to

the features of the found concept descriptions. We be-

lieve that a (distributed genetic base) learner able to

exploit both cooperative strategies may acquire satis-

factory concept descriptions across a wide range of ap-

plications. Further research to investigate this claim

is in progress.
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